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Abstract: Considering the relative distance among the base stations, the time and the relief profits in the base stations, the 

paper proposes optimal scheduling models CCNDS-AC and CCNDS-UC which are fit for the Resource Transport Path of 

the Contingency Cellular Network with the topology-tree structure. When a large natural disaster happens, time is rather 

urgent and the admissible computing time is quite short, two kinds of the fast heuristic algorithms are proposed: DS-ACG 

and DS-UCB so that a group of the construction scheduling order which is approximating the optimal solution is obtained 

in the short time. The experimental results show that the proposed algorithm efficiency can effectively improve 16% so 

that the maximal total relief benefits can be reached. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. The Influence of the Large-Scale Disasters 

When the large disasters are coming, the disaster areas 
are so turbulent that the disaster scenes are difficult to be 
described. The relief actions are urgently needed and the 
profit of the relief determines many people’s life. Integrating 
the experience of all kinds of the natural disasters, several 
important factors influencing the relief profit in the large 
natural disasters are summarized as follows:  

The traffic paralysis in the disaster areas: The roads in-
side or outside the disaster areas will be damaged so that the 
traffic in the disaster areas are paralyzed and the air traffic 
may also be interrupted by the weather or other factors. The 
survivals may also be packed by a large of the volunteering 
relief cars.  

The communication network paralysis: The communica-
tion networks in the fixed network and the mobile phones are 
nearly paralyzed. The survival communication networks will 
be congested with a large number of the care calls so that the 
communication networks cannot be adopted for the relief. 

A serious lack of the specialized relief personnel: The 
number of the specialized relief personnel is very not 

enough, especially in the beginning of the disaster. There-

fore, a majority of the local volunteers must be mobilized to 
take part in the relief.  

The failure of the administrative command system: Each 

administrative command system may be damaged so that the 

communicating organization is paralyzed. 

 

 

 
 

1.2. The CCN 

A large part of the mobile phone base station which inter-
rupts the service will stop being operated for the interruption 
of the power and the fixed network line connecting with the 
end, while the base station is not damaged. CCN [1-3] adopts 
the long-distance WiFi online (or other accessible wireless 
radio technology) to connect with the base station construc-
tion of disaster emergency communication system which is 
survived and whose service is interrupted (as shown in the 
Fig. 1). The users of the mobile phones in the disaster can 
use the mobile phones whose signal is interrupted as the 
communication of the relief [4]. For example, If the mobile 
phones within the range of the base station are used or used 
as the wireless inter-phones, a greater convenience can be 
provided to the relief. In addition, all available resources 
should be used in the relief as soon as possible under the 
limitation of transmitting the resources [5, 6]. 

The main equipment of the CCN is Contingency Recov-
ery Package, including the generator, the fuel equipment, the 
wireless communication equipment and its core equipment 
EC Module [7-9]. All of theses equipment are stored in the 
center of national relief-prevention or the company of the 
mobile phones. When the disaster happens, the relief goods 
should be delivered into the disaster areas through the air 
drop or helicopter method (the base stations is always under 
the condition of the inconvenient transportation) [10]. The 
base stations can adopt the wireless communication equip-
ment to connect with each other and the jump connection 
method to reply the online among the core networks so that a 
part of communicating function can be recovered and the 
users of the mobile phoned in the disaster areas can be sup-
ported. The system has several advantages: 1. Reusing the 
original mobile communicating base stations can reduce the 
cost and cover a wide range. 2. The topology of the original 
CCN is designed sophistical and located in the high position. 
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3. The mobile phones without being refitted are so popular 
that they can be directly used, and a large number of money 
cannot be paid to buy the mobile phones. 4. The users of the 
mobile phones are not to be trained for everybody knows 
how to use it. 5. During the coming of the disasters, people 
may carry a mobile phone when they escape from their 
homes or are in trouble unfortunately.  

1.3. The Scheduling of the CCN 

After the large natural disasters happen, the different di-
saster degrees in every area are caused so that the CCN must 
be initiated. After the planning of the CCN topology is im-
proved, the CCN topology must be quickly built. During the 
building of the CCN topology, the transport vehicles and the 
number of the building engineering personnel are so limited 
that the resources can not be reached once, and the needed 
resources should be transported by many times helicopter, 
car and personal transport in turn so that the CCN topology 
can be built. How to stipulate an order of the restoring sche-
duling is according to the degrees of the disasters in each 
service area of the base station, that is, the building order of 
the base station, and the total profit of the relief is the maxi-
mum. The profit brought by restoring a base station is a time 
function. The function is defined by the relief commanding 
center and changed with the passage of the time. If the base 
station is restored more early and used in the relief, the profit 
is higher. If the topology of CCN is confirmed before the 
scheduling and belongs to a tree topology, it is called the 
Forwarding Tree [11, 12]. Therefore, the problem of resto-
ring the scheduling can be simply described as follows: Ai-
ming to the defined transmitting topology within the limited 
time, a group of restoring order in the base station should be 
found out so that the total profit of all base stations can be 
maximized [13].  

2. THE RESOURCE TRANSPORTATION ROUTE 

The paper proposes two problem models: the first prob-
lem model is CCN Deployment Scheduling Antecedence 
Constrained (CCNDS-AC) [14]. The model is initiated from 

the networking platform, transmits the topology in terms of 
the CCN tree structure and priory builds the father nodes. 
After a certain base station is built, it can be put into service. 
The second problem model is CCN Deployment Scheduling 
Unconstrained (CCNDS-UC). The deployment scheduling of 
the base station is done with eliminating the limited condi-
tions of the tree-structure transmitted topology considers 
more possibilities of the deployment scheduling. If the father 
nodes of a certain base station are not put into the deploy-
ment for the unfixed factors caused by the father nodes 
which begin to be deployed so that they can not be put into 
the service immediately when the base station is deployed 
completely. However, when the father nodes are restored and 
can be put into the service, it can also be put into the service.  

2.1. The CCNDS-AC Problem Model 

The concept of CCNDS-AC is initiated from the net-

working platform and accorded with the rules of priory de-
ploying the father nodes to deploy in terms of the tree struc-

ture of the CCN topology, road network and other related 

information. If the father nodes of the node are not deployed, 
they can not be within the range of the considered candidate 

node lists. When the deployment of a signal base station is 

finished, it can immediately serve the base station and cover 
the disaster areas, namely, the relief profit can be obtained 

during the period of finishing the deployment. The CCNDS-

AC problem model is described as follows:  

Given a forwarding tree T(V, E), D, P, S where  

1V={vi|i=1,2,…,n} is the set of survival base stations and 
isolated base stations.  

1v1 is the root node that has an external link (survival 
base station).  

1E={eij|eij is the link of (vi,vj) and vi,vj V}  

1D={dij|dij is the traveling time of (vi,vj) and vi,vj V }  

1S={sk|sk is a permutation of V, k=1,…,n!} is the set of 
CCN construction schedules.  

 

Fig. (1). The CCN general frame. 
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1C={ci(sk)| ci(sk) is the time at which node vi has be re-
paired in the schedule sk and vi V,sk S}  

1P={pi(t)|i =1,…,n, t Z+}, pi(t) is the profit of vi, if 
node vi is constructed at time t, t=ci(sk) and sk S.  

The CCN deployment scheduling antecedence con-
strained problem is to find sk S, such that Maximize 

vi(t)= vi p(ci(sk))  

Subject to vi must be constructed before vj, if vi is the 

antecedence of vj. 

2.2. The CCNDS-UC Problem Model 

The CCNDS-AC is initiated from the networking plat-
form and accorded with the rules of priory deploying the 
father nodes to deploy, which can make the moving lines 
rather repeated and cost so much time that the loss of the 
relief profit is caused during the deployment of the schedul-
ing. The Fig. (2) shows that Schedule 1 is initiated from the 
relief Headquarter to the networking platform and cost 5 
times for priory deploying the father nodes, and then B and E 
are deployed consequently and its total cost time is 9. While 
Schedule 2 is initiated from the E near to the relief Head-
quarter and the B and A should be deployed with the net-
working platform, its total cost time is 4. During the de-
ployment of A, B, and E, the limitation of CCNDS-AC not 
only costs much deployment time, but also wastes the vehi-
cle resources and influences the relief profit. 

The proposed CCNDS-UC expects to improve the above 
problems and obtain a greater relief profit. The problem 
model eliminates the limited condition of the tree structure 
for it does not force the order deployment from up to down. 
Although the deployment of a signal base station can not be 
immediately put into the service, it can be put into the serv-
ice as long as the father nodes are put into the service. In this 
way, much delivering time can be saved. After finishing the 
deployment of the topology, the maximum relief profit can 
be reached. The CCNDS-UC problem model is described as 
follows:  

Given a forwarding tree T(V, E), D, P, S where  

11V={vi|i=0,1,2,…,n} is the set of survival base stations 
and isolated base stations.  

11v1 is the root node that has an external link (survival 
base station).  

11v0 is the CCN headquarter  

1E={eij|eij is the link of (vi,vj) and vi,vj V}  

1D={dij|dij is the traveling time of (vi,vj) and vi,vj V }  

1S={sk|sk is a permutation of V, k=1,…,n!} is the set of 
CCN construction schedules.  

1C={ci(sk)| ci(sk) is the time at which node vi has be re-
paired in the schedule sk and vi V,sk S}  

1P={pi(t)|i =1,…,n, t Z+}, pi(t) is the profit of vi, if 
node vi is constructed at time t, t=ci(sk) and sk S.  

The CCN deployment scheduling antecedence con-
strained problem is to find sk S, such that Maximize 

vi(t)= vi p(ci(sk)) 

3. ALGORITHM DESIGN  

CCNDS-AC and CCNDS-UC belong to the NP-Hard 
problems. A group of the optimal solution within the limited 
time can not be found out for the relief activity is very ur-
gent; time is rather valuable and the range of the disaster 
areas so large that many numbers of the base stations must 
be deployed. Therefore, a rapid heuristic algorithm for the 
two problem models is designed. Therefore, the CCN de-
ployment scheduling approximating to the optimal solution 
can be computed within the short time.  

3.1. The DS-ACG Algorithm  

Deployment Scheduling Antecedence Constrained 
Greedy Algorithm (DS-ACG) is aiming to the first problem 
model CCNDS-AC. The algorithm search for a node which 
can obtain the maximum relief profit in the unit time as the 
next restoring node until all nodes in the CCN topology can 
be restored under the condition of the father nodes prior de-
ployment. The DS-ACG pseudo code has been shown in the 
Fig. (3).  

3.2. The DS-ACG Algorithm  

Deployment Scheduling Unconstrained Backtrack Algo-
rithm (DS-UCB) is aiming to the first problem model 
CCNDS-UC. The algorithm uses the neighboring node to 
restore the deployment under the limited condition of delet-
ing the father nodes prior deployment. In this way, much 
time and many delivering resources can be saved. If it just 
adopts to the greedy algorithm, the relief profit may not be 
obtained and the neighboring nodes can not be selected. 
Therefore, the heuristic algorithm different from the greedy 
algorithm is designed and the Backtracking mechanism 
should be matched. Furthermore, the path and the relief 
profit of the neighboring nodes should be considered, and the 
scheduling should be changed until all nodes in the CCN 
topology are restored. The DS-UCB pseudo code has been 
shown in the Fig. (4).  

 

Fig. (2). The example explanation of the prior father nodes deployment. 
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Fig. (3). The DS-ACG pseudo code. 

 

Fig. (4). The DS-UCB pseudo code. 
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4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS  

The random method is adopted to produce a large num-
ber of CCN topology. The DS-ACG, the DS-UCB, the pro-
posed DS-G and the brute-force operation should be large 
scale and small scale experimented for obtaining the de-
ployment scheduling of the CCN. 

The large-scale cases in the experiment should be done. 
When the number of the base stations changed, the optimal 
solution cannot be computed in the short time. Therefore, the 
pseudo optimal solution and the pseudo worst solution are 
adopted to estimate the total relief benefit and the total relief 
time under the experiment. The estimated indexes of the ex-
perimental results should be estimated:  

Total Profit: The total benefit is obtained from the restor-
ing nodes in the algorithm. 

Total Time: After the whole CCN is restored; the total 
time means the total cost time during deploying the schedul-
ing.  

Original Deviation: Original Deviation means that the 
optimal solution is compared with the total benefit, as shown 
in the formula 1.  

Original Deviation =
Algorithm solution

Pseudo optimal solution
-1      (1) 

Normalize Deviation: As the experimental cases are ran-
domly produced by the random numbers, each experiment is 
independent and not related. The obtained profit must be 
through the Normalization, as shown in the formula 2 (Table 1).  

Normalize Deviation =  

 

Algorithm solution - pseudo optimal solution

Pseudo optimal solution - Pseudo worst solution
     (2) 

Experimental Results  

The DS-ACG and the DS-UCB are proposed in the paper 
according to the relief scheduling and the factors approxi-
mating to the actual situation. The proposed algorithm DS-G 
does not consider the relative distance among the base sta-

tions so that the total relief time is higher than the proposed 
DS-ACG and DS-UCB, and its total relief profit is lower 
than the proposed DS-ACG and DS-UCB. 

Table 1. Experiment parameters.  

Parameters Range of Values 

Initial Profit Uniform(30, 120) 

Traveling Time Uniform (0.5, 10) hr 

Forwarding Tree Size 50 

Slope S1 Uniform (-1, 0) 

Slope S2 Uniform (-1, 0) 

Turning Point Uniform (50, 100) hr 

The algorithm DS-UCB should develop its advantages 
and deploy the nodes whose relief profit is very high so that 
the total relief time can be saved much, that is, 19.4 percent 
of the total relief time can be saved averagely so that the 
total relief profit can have a good effect, and its average 
profit can improve about 16.66%, as shown in the Fig. (5). 
While the algorithm is limited by the prior deployment of the 
father nodes, the number of the deployment scheduling in-
crease, its total relief profit is worse, but can can be more 
approximating to the pseudo optimal solution than the algo-
rithm DS-G. Compared with the DS-G, the total relief profi-
cient in the DS-ACG is over 52.67% (as shown in the Fig. 6).  

5. SUMMARY  

When the large-scale natural disasters happen, the heavy 
casualties are caused and the communication system is often 
palatalized so that the relief activity is hindered. The effec-
tive operated communication system is the critical factors 
whether the transmission of the disastrous situation, the re-
source scheduling, and the relief activity can be smooth. Al-
though the Wireless Radio is adopted to complete the func-
tion, the normal online of the base station can not be con-

 

Fig. (5). Original deviation of time (50 nodes). 
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nected with the outside so that the temporary mobile com-
munication network which is called CCN is built. As the 
disastrous situation in each area is not completely the same 
so that the deployment order of the CCN should consider the 
following factors, such as the priorities of the disaster areas, 
the urgency of time and others. After the planning of the 
CCN topology is finished, the deployment scheduling of the 
base station should be planned according to the CCN topol-
ogy, the degrees of the disastrous situation and the relative 
distance among the base stations so that the maximum total 
relief profit can be reached. 

According to the reference [6], two optimal scheduling 
models fitted for considering resources delivering path of the 
CCN topology tree structure of are proposed by considering 
the relative distance between the base stations, the time and 
the relief profits so that the maximum of the total relief profit 
can be obtained. These models can offer the relief command-
ing unit system to solve the problem of the CCN deployment 
scheduling. The obtained relief profit can be defined by the 
relief units in terms of the disastrous situations. The pro-
posed deployment scheduling models and the deployment 
scheduling algorithms can determine the deployment priority 
of the base stations in the CCN topology. 

The problem of the CCN deployment scheduling is the 
more complex Single Machine Scheduling Problem. The 
paper proves that the problem belongs to the NP-Hard prob-
lem. When a large-scale natural disaster happens, time is 
rather urgent and the admissible computing time is quite 
short, two kinds of the fast heuristic algorithms are proposed: 
DS-ACG and DS-UCB so that a group of the construction 
scheduling order which is approximating the optimal solu-
tion is obtained in the short time. The DS-ACG algorithm 
can obtain the relief profits and the relative distance time 
among the base stations in terms of the CCN topology, the 
completion of the base station deployment. The deployment 
of the scheduling order of the maximum total relief profits 
should be found out when the father nodes are prior to the 
sub nodes. In order to solve the waste of the delivering re-
sources, the reduction of the relief profits during the de-
ployment of the father nodes which are priorer to the sub 
nodes, the DS-UCB algorithm is proposed. The algorithm 

deletes the limitation of the father nodes prior deployment 
and adds the neighboring nodes whose relief profits are very 
high into the deployment scheduling so that more delivering 
resources can be saved, the total relief time can be reduced 
and the total relief profits can be improved. The results show 
that the proposed algorithm DS-ACG and the DS-UCB are 
superior to the DS-G. In addition, the DS-UCB should de-
velop its advantages and add the neighboring nodes whose 
relief profits are very high into the deployment scheduling so 
that the total relief time can be saved much. Compared with 
the pseudo optimal solution, the total relief time can be aver-
agely saved about 19.4% and the average efficiency of the 
total relief profits can improve about 16.66% from the esti-
mation index of the Original Deviation. 

The models proposed in the paper have the improved 
space. For example, the deployment scheduling order oper-
ated by all kinds of different deployment teams, the cluster-
ing problem of the limited number of the carrier chicle load 
CPR and all kinds of different algorithms (genetic algo-
rithms, traveled problems and related problems) should be 
improved. In addition, when the CCN topology has many 
networking platforms, namely, it is not only a single tree 
structure, the deployment scheduling order operated by all 
kinds of different deployment teams is an important re-
searching issue. The CCN topology deployment should be 
planned and completed as soon as possible within the limited 
time. Moreover, the CCN should play an important role in 
helping the communications of the relief activities so that 
more life can be saved.  
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Fig. (6). Normalize deviation of profit (50 nodes). 
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